We consider the problems of computing overflow probabilities at level N in any subset of stations in a Jackson network and of simulating sample paths conditional on overflow. We construct algorithms that take O (N ) function evaluations to estimate such overflow probabilities within a prescribed relative accuracy and to simulate paths conditional on overflow at level N . The algorithms that we present are optimal in the sense that the best possible performance that can be expected for conditional sampling involves Ω (N ) running time. As we explain in our development, our techniques have the potential to be applicable to more general classes of networks.
Introduction
Our focus in this paper is on the development of optimal (in a strong sense) simulation algorithms for overflow probabilities at level N in a busy period for an important class of overflow sets. We concentrate on overflows at level N within a busy period in any arbitrary subset of stations in the network (i.e. the probability that, starting from a fixed position, say for instance the origin, the sum of the queue lengths in a given subcollection of stations reaches level N before returning to the origin). However, the methods that we shall discuss can be easily adapted to more general overflow sets. These extensions are explained in Section 7.
Our algorithms allow to compute such overflow probabilities in O (N) function evaluations. Actually, if the initial condition is the origin, our algorithm runs in O (1) function evaluations. Moreover, we also describe how to generate conditional paths to overflow in O (N) running time (see Theorem 1 in Section 3). It is very important to emphasize that the performance of these algorithms is optimal in the sense that the best possible running time for a path generation algorithm given overflow at level N involves at least Ω (N) function evaluations. There are very few algorithms in the rare event simulation literature for stochastic networks that exhibit this type of optimal performance.
Efficient rare-event simulation methodology for Jackson networks has been the focus of many papers in the literature in recent years (see [24] , [2] , [29] , [16] , [21] , [19] , [13] , [23] [14] , [12] , [11] ; also the survey papers of [20] and [6] for additional references). Most of the development in the literature concentrates on the design and analysis of estimators that are shown to be weakly efficient (for efficiency concepts in rare event simulation see [3] , [7] ). Testing weak efficiency not only provides theoretical justification for the excellent empirical performance that well designed estimators exhibit in practice, but also it gives insight into ideas that are often applicable in a wide class of problems. Nevertheless, the fact is that weakly efficient estimators can only guarantee that a subexponential number of replications (as a function of N) suffice to estimate overflow probabilities of interest within a prescribed relative accuracy. On the other hand it is possible to setup an associated linear system of equations for computing overflow probabilities in Jackson networks which requires O ¡ N d ¢ variables where d is the dimension of the network (see for instance [4] ). Although this implies that polynomial time algorithms are available for computing overflow probabilities in Jackson networks, it is clear that the computational burden can be substantial even for networks of moderate size.
Importance sampling and splitting are the two most popular approaches that have been used to design efficient rare-event simulation estimators for Jackson networks. Importance sampling requires the specification of a so-called change-of-measure whose aim is to mimic as much as possible the conditional distribution of the network given overflow (such conditional distribution is precisely the optimal change-of-measure in the sense of variance minimization). Since the conditional distribution is not accessible in analytical form (which is required to calculate the form of the associated importance sampling estimator) one uses so-called exponential changes-of-measure or exponential tiltings, which are motivated by their role in the asymptotic description of the required conditional distribution by means of large deviations theory.
The use of large deviations theory in the design of efficient rare event simulation estimators can be traced back to the work of Siegmund [28] . Since then, a wealth of papers have been written on the design of importance sampling using exponential changes-of-measure (earlier references include [8] , [27] , the survey paper [20] contains dozens of references on this and related topics; see also the texts [7] , [3] ). The work in [17] shows, however, that following the deterministic fluid description given by large deviations theory directly, in a state-independent fashion, could even result in variance increase.
A substantial amount of work has been put in understanding how to apply large deviations ideas to the design of efficient importance sampling estimators for Jackson networks. The papers of [24] , [2] are early references in this direction. The first paper develops heuristics based on large deviation techniques and applies them following the deterministic fluid description to the most likely path to overflow in a state-independent fashion. The second reference uses reversibility to identify the most likely path to overflow in fluid scale (also known as the optimal path) and it also uses exponential changes-of-measure to track the optimal path in a state-independent fashion. The idea of using reversibility to describe the most likely path in fluid scale has been used frequently in the literature in special cases of Jackson networks (see, for instance [19] ). The work of [18] , [22] and [14] provide rigorous support for the use of reversibility in the description of asymptotic conditional distributions via large deviations in the setting of arbitrary Jackson networks. Reversibility ideas in the setting of sharp large deviations asymptotics for overflow probabilities have been applied in [1] .
Glasserman and Kou [16] showed that state-independent sampling is particularly troublesome in the queueing setting and they were able to develop sampling strategies that were shown to be efficient under certain parameter ranges. [11] shows in a simple example of a tandem network with two stations that following such state-independent simulation one can actually obtain infinite variance.
The fact that state-dependent importance sampling seemed necessary for the design of efficient samplers sparked the development of a series of papers by P. Dupuis, H. Wang and theirs students. Their work, based on a game / control theoretic approach involves finding a subsolution to a non-linear PDE called the Isaacs equation. They first applied their ideas to construct weakly efficient estimators for tandem networks (see [13] ). Then, they extended the construction of their sampler to arbitrary Jackson networks (see [14] ). In the later reference, they show that their sampler is weakly efficient regardless of the overflow set assuming that the network is initially empty. The fact that the same sampler can be used for virtually any overflow set is a very convenient feature, but, as the authors point out, the price to pay is that for specific overflow sets the sampler can exhibit diminished performance in practice.
Another class of algorithms based on splitting have been used successfully in practice (see [29] for an early reference on the use of splitting to rare event simulation in networks). The work of [15] provides some complexity analysis for splitting methods in rare events. The work of [12] shows how to construct algorithms with guaranteed subexponential complexity using splitting. Such construction relies on the specification of an appropriate importance function (a critical element in the design of splitting algorithms that is analogous to the selection of a suitable importance sampling distribution) which must correspond to a subsolution to an Isaacs equation.
We mentioned earlier that reversibility is a feature that has been exploited to describe the asymptotic conditional paths of the network given overflow. Large deviations theory exploits this feature to provide a description in fluid scale (i.e. neglecting contributions that are of size o (N)) of the optimal path to overflow. The problem when translating this description into an importance sampling algorithm is precisely that the conditional distribution of the network up to the time of overflow is only specified asymptotically in fluid scale. It is because of this lack of fine enough specification that the construction of efficient samplers is complicated. Indeed, attempting to construct an importance sampling distribution backwards in time from the reversed process poses the problem of how to start the process (the initial condition of the reversed process lies precisely in the overflow set). On the other hand, in any attempt to mimic the conditional distribution to overflow forward in time one needs to "protect" the importance sampling distribution on those rogue overflow paths that are unlikely from a large deviations description but could contribute substantially (in relative terms) to the variance of the estimator.
The forward sampling is the one for which a subsolution to the Isaacs equation is required in order to control the behavior of the likelihood ratio precisely on those rogue sample paths. The backward sampling idea has been explored empirically by [23] , but without a precise guidance on the selection of the initial distribution in the overflow set and without a complexity analysis of the associated running time. Not surprisingly, given the theory presented here, the empirical performance observed in [23] is excellent whenever the initial distribution imposed in the overflow set happens to be appropriately selected.
The algorithm that we present here is related to the backward sampling idea. Our basic strategy rests on two observations. First, that the conditional distribution of the network at the time of overflow can be approximated by the conditional steady state distribution (conditioned on the overflow set). Second, that a stable Jackson network, starting from any overflow state at level N can empty completely prior to returning to the overflow set with some probability that is bounded away from zero uniformly in N (see (8) and Proposition 4) . Although in this paper we focus on Jackson networks only, we believe that the basic ideas can be potentially applied to more general settings, for instance to the context of overflows in Kelly networks. These generalizations are the subject of current research and they will be reported in the future.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss basic notions of Jackson networks and provide a specific statement of our problems. Section 3 describes our simulation strategies and also summarizes our main results in Theorem 1. Section 4 discusses closed formulae and conditional sampling of the steady-state distribution of the Jackson network conditional on overflow sets. Section 5 provides a useful representation for the conditional distribution of the Jackson network given overflow in terms of the associated time-reversed stationary process. Section 6 further explores properties implied by such representation for the conditional distribution. Some extensions are discussed in Section 7 and finally, in Section 8, we discuss some numerical experiments. (By convention all of the vectors in this paper are taken to be column vectors and T denotes transposition.) A job that leaves station i joins station j with probability Q (i, j) and it leaves the system with probability
The matrix Q = {Q (i, j) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d} is called the routing matrix. We shall consider open Jackson networks, which satisfy the following conditions:
Assumptions i) and ii) are standard in the description of open Jackson networks. The first assumption simply says that any given station can eventually receive arriving customers to the system, either directly or after routing through the network. The second assumption indicates that a customer currently at any station can eventually leave the system either directly or via routing through the network.
The total flow coming to station i satisfies
for all i ∈ {1, ..., d}. Given conditions i) and ii), the previous system of equations has a unique solution (see [25] p. 93). The quantity ρ i = φ i /μ i ∈ (0, 1) is the so-called traffic intensity at station i.
T follows the stationary distribution of Y , then Y ∞ has the product form
for k ≥ 0 and j = 1, ..., d (see [25] p. 95).
Throughout our development we shall take advantage of the associated reversed Markov chain associated to Y , which we shall denote by
It turns out that Y 0 is also the embedded discrete time Markov chain corresponding to a stable Jackson network with the same stationary distribution as Y . The parameters of the network corresponding to Y 0 are specified as follows (see [25] p. 95). The vectors of arrival and service rates λ 0 = (λ
and the corresponding routing matrix is given by
We are interested in estimating overflow probabilities during a busy period in any subset of the network. To be precise, let us define
where v is a binary vector (i.e. v ∈ {0, 1} d ) which encodes a particular subset of the network. For any set B ⊆ S define the first passage time to the set B via
We also define σ B as the first return time to set B. In particular,
Note the distinction between return times (strictly positive) and first passage times (which can take zero value). Our goal is to efficiently estimate
and to sample the process (Y n : 0 ≤ n ≤ T A N ) given that T A N < σ {0} . Throughout our development we assume that is x is fixed and independent of N, but our results hold as long as ||x|| = O (1) provided N is sufficiently large. In addition, as we shall explain, our methods can be extended in a straightforward way to the case of overflow in the union of subsets of the network. These and other extensions will be explained in detail in Section 7.
Before we proceed to describe our algorithms in the next subsection, we note that associated return and first passage times for the reversed process are defined using analogous notation. For instance, we define the first return time σ
General Strategy
First describe our algorithm for sampling from (Y n : 0 ≤ n ≤ T A N ) given that T A N < σ {0} , assuming that Y 0 = x and that v T x < N. The justifications behind the algorithms are given later in the paper.
Algorithm A (Conditional Sampling Given an Overflow)
Step 1:
Step 3: Given the path (Y
As we will see, the previous algorithm can be executed in O(N) function evaluations. The idea is to take advantage of the fact that Step 1 involves a static distribution (i.e. not a stochastic process). We will design a procedure to execute
Step 1 in O(1) function evaluations, the procedure is summarized in Proposition 2. Then, as we shall see, the conditioning in Step 2 will not typically involve a rare event and thus this step can be easily executed by running Y 0 in O (N) function evaluations (because it takes Θ (N) steps in expectation for the process Y 0 to empty given an initial condition of order O (N )).
We now provide our algorithm for estimating u N (x), which takes advantage of the following identity which is proved in Proposition 3,
The corresponding algorithm for estimating u N (x) proceeds as follows.
Algorithm B (Estimating Overflow Probabilities)
Step 1: 
based on (2).
An alternative method to Algorithm B is to use importance sampling. That is, instead of estimating the probability in Step 2 by sampling Remark 1 Actually, as we shall see in our proof of Lemma 2 in Section 6, if x = 0, an estimate with prescribed relative accuracy and O(1) running time can be developed using a slight modification of Algorithm B. In particular, suppose that x = 0, and replace
in the numerator of (2) by
where
That is, replace (4) by the probability of reaching a population of size at most N − κ before returning to A N . If is not difficult to see that the relative error made by such replacement is of order O (exp (−κδ 0 )) for some δ 0 > 0. Our numerical experiments in the last section take advantage of this observation.
Before we develop the theory behind the validity and efficiency of Algorithms A and B it is useful to discuss at a high level why these algorithms have excellent complexity properties.
In order to obtain a fast execution of Algorithm A for large N it is crucial to show that Step 2 indeed can be performed with an expected computational cost of order Θ (N) as N → ∞. In simple words, the cost of executing Step 2 involves understanding the probability that the time reversed Markov chain Y 0 hits the origin,passing through state x, before returning to A N given an initial position in A N sampled according to π.
First, as we will see, the set of states y ∈ A N for which it is possible to hit the origin, passing through state x, before coming back to a point in A N has a probability under π that is of the same order as P (Y ∞ ∈ A N ). More precisely, if we define
In fact, it is not difficult to conclude that
To see this note that if y ∈ A N satisfies P y ¡ σ
there is a station encoded by the vector v with at least one customer in it, and with the property that it is possible for a customer, in the next step, to transition from such station to a station not encoded by v or to leave the network. Once we have N−1 customers in the stations encoded by v, then we can carefully move these customers one-by-one through the network to have them leave the system. Once a sufficiently large number of customers have left the whole system, because of the structure of Jackson networks it is clear that it is possible for the process Y 0 to visit x no later than 0. Observation (7) makes evident that D N does not really depend on x. To gain a better understanding of D N suppose for instance that Y is a two-node tandem network and that v T = (1, 1) (i.e. we look at the total population overflow); a transition diagram for both Y and Y 0 is given in Section 8. Then,
We will also show that δ 0 ,c * > 0 can be chosen so that for every y ∈ D N with
Inequalities (6) and (8) lie at the heart of the fast execution of Algorithm A. The fact that Algorithm A indeed provides samples from the conditional distribution of (Y n : 0 ≤ n ≤ T A N ) given that T A N < σ {0} and Y 0 = x follows, as we will see, from (2).
Now we explain what is involved in the analysis behind (6) and (8) . For simplicity suppose that v = (1, ..., 1)
T , that is we consider the case of total population overflow at level N. Inequality (6) can be shown observing that each element in D N must have at least a customer in the "exterior" nodes of the network described by Y 0 (i.e. a customer that can leave the whole network in the next step, for instance, if Y 0 encodes a two node tandem network the downstream station must start with at least one customer). Since there are at most d stations, inequality (6) then can be shown to follow (as we do in Proposition 4) from standard properties of sums of geometric and negative binomial distributions.
The most interesting part of the analysis involves (8) . This inequality is shown first by starting with a configuration y ∈ D N and then intersecting with the event that a sufficiently large number of customers, say κ, leave the network before any new customer arrives to the network. Such an event clearly has a probability that is bounded away from zero. Then, the total number in system is process with negative drift when observed at sufficiently large time steps, provided that we start with an initial population of size N − κ. We then show using a standard large deviations consideration that we can make the probability of returning to the set A N arbitrarily close to zero by picking κ large. In other words, if we start from any configuration with N − κ customers in the network, then with high probability (depending on κ) we will be near the origin before having N customers in the network. In particular, with high probability we will reach a suitable compact set near the origin, containing x, before reaching set A N . However, once we reach a suitable compact set, it is clear that the probability of reaching state x not later than reaching state 0 is bounded away from zero (just intersect with the even that arrivals and departures occur in a suitable specific order throughout the whole network).
Summarizing then, the important features behind the efficiency of Algorithms A and B are that the steady-state distribution is tractable when conditioned on the set D N and that the time reversed process will naturally evolve towards a compact set containing both x and 0. The compact set must also be such that it is possible to visit x no later than 0 starting from any attainable point (other than 0) in the compact set. These properties are in place for the case of Jackson networks, as we will show in the rest of the paper. We believe, however, that these properties are also applicable in significant generality and we plan to investigate this in future work.
The following formal statement summarizes the most important properties of Algorithms A and B. The proof links together all the future developments in the paper. 2. If x = 0, the estimator given by Algorithm B is unbiased and strongly efficient in the sense that there exists a constant c ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all m ≥ 1,
3. Regardless of the value of x (as long as
Consequently, Algorithm B provides an estimate with prescribed relative error with O (N) function evaluation. If in addition x = 0, Step 2 of Algorithm B can be implemented in O (log(1/ε)) function evaluations with an overall error of 2ε in (9), therefore providing an estimate with prescribed relative error in
Proof. About part 1), first Proposition 3 guarantees that indeed Algorithm A provides unbiased samples from the target conditional distribution. The procedure to simulate Y ∞ given that Y ∞ ∈ A N in O (1) function evaluations is based on acceptance / rejection and it is summarized in Proposition 2. The calculation of the running time is standard, the results of [9] and [10] yield that the expected hitting time to the origin starting from a position with O (N) total population involves O (N) expected steps.
Regarding part 2), the fact that the estimator of Algorithm B is unbiased follows from representation (2), which in turn is proved in Proposition 3. Strong efficiency follows because of three resons. First, Proposition 2 ensures that the estimator
In addition, we need to verify that: i) that u N (x) = Θ (P (Y ∞ ∈ A N )) and ii) that the probability in Step 2 of Algorithm B is bounded away from zero. Part i) is proved in Corollary 2 and in Proposition 4. Part ii) is also established in Proposition 4.
Part 3) indicates that Algorithm B can be executed in O (N) function evaluations (given that the value of m is selected). This running time follows from the results of [9] and [10] as in part 1). The error bounds involving (9) is quite standard, follows from strong efficiency and Chebyshev's inequality. The observation given in Remark 1 above about the error of order O(exp(−κδ 0 )) introduced by the replacement in (5) can be verified as in the proof of Lemma 2. This remark then implies that Step 2 can indeed be implemented with O (log(1/ε)) function evaluations incurring in a bias of size ε. The rest of the analysis follows from elementary manipulations and Chebyshev's inequality, see for instance Theorem 2, part 2) in [5] .
An Efficient Sampler for Conditional Sums of Geometric Random Variables
In this section we explain how to simulate
e. we are interested in the overflow for the subset of the network corresponding to the stations {i 1 , ..., i s }). We recall that the Y ∞ (i)'s are independent geometric random variables and re-express v T Y ∞ using the fact that the sum of i.i.d. geometric random variables is negative binomial. To use this fact, we will group the stations within the set {i 1 , ..., i s } that share the same value of their traffic intensity. We proceed to do this grouping next.
Suppose that out of the set {i 1 , ..., i s } of stations, there is a subset say {i
m 1 } of size m 1 whose elements share the same traffic intensity equal to ρ t 1 , a subset {i
m 2 } of size m 2 with stations that share the same traffic intensity equal to ρ t 2 < ρ t 1 and so forth, up to a subset of stations {i
m k } which share the same traffic intensity ρ t k . Assume that ρ t k < ... < ρ t 2 < ρ t 1 and that m 1 + ... + m k = s with m i > 0 for i ∈ {1, ..., k}. Then we define
for j = 1, ..., k. The random variable M j is negative binomial with parameters m j and p j = (1 − ρ t j ) (denoted M j = d NBin(m j , p j )) and it satisfies
Observe that the M j 's are independent for j = 1, ..., k and that
The next proposition provides basic asymptotic properties for the distribution of the sum of independent negative binomial distributions. Some of these results have very likely appeared in the literature but we were not able to locate a reference for it, so we provide a proof at the end of the section. The exact distribution for the case of sums of geometric random variables with different parameters can be obtained explicitly and it is parallel to that of so-called hypo-exponential distributions (see [26] p. 309).
Proposition 1 Suppose that M 1 , M 2 , ..., M k are independent random variables such that M j = d NBin(m j , p j ) and p 1 < p 2 < ... < p k , then there is an explicit constant w * such that
as N → ∞.
Remark 2 Although the value of w * is not of interest to us here, a precise probabilistic representation is given in the proof of this result. We first assume that we can simulate
Step 2: Let r 
Step 3: Apply Steps 1 and 2 for all j = 1, ..., k.
Step 4: Simulate Y ∞ (i) for i 6 = i 
.).
We observe that given the values of M 1 , ..., M k , which are assumed to be known in the previous procedure, the simulation of Y ∞ can be done in O (1) function evaluations as a function of N. Now, let us set the stage to explain how to simulate M 1 , ..., M k given that M 1 + ... + M k = N. In order to understand our strategy, first let us assume k = 2. We now provide an argument that allows us to understand the conditional distribution of M 1 given that M 1 + M 2 = N. Note that then we define
as N → ∞, where
. In other words, conditional on
0 . This observation is the basis for our simulation method to generate
For the case k ≥ 2 we first will apply an exponential change-of-measure that effectively reduces the sampling problem back to the case k = 2 and, on top of this exponential change-of-measure, we will use the insight obtained from (11) . We shall pursue this program now.
Again we suppose that p 1 < p 2 < ... < p k and let q j = 1 − p j for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, thus q 1 > q 2 > ... > q k . For j ≥ 3 define η j = log (q 2 /q j ) > 0 and put η j = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2; so that E exp (η j M j ) = (p j /p 2 ) m j for j ≥ 3. Consider the exponentially tilted distribution associated to η j 's, namely,
s are independent and the marginal distributions of M 1 and M 2 remain unchanged, but for j ≥ 3, M j = d NBin(m j , p 2 ). Therefore, if we let
Now observe that whenever l 1 + ...
We will apply importance sampling to the distribution of M 1 given that M 1 + M = N using that of N − M 00 . Note that if l = l 2 + ... + l k and l 1 = N − l then
On the other hand,
We now are ready to define a distribution that allows to sample according to M 1 , ..., M k given that M 1 +...+M k = N (which corresponds, together with Algorithm C, to Step 1 of Algorithm A). Let l 1 , l 2 , ..., l k ≥ 0 set l = l 2 + ... + l k and assume that l 1 = N − l. Define a probability measure P & N (·) under which
We will explain how to sample from e P (·) in Steps 1 and 2 in Algorithm D below. Representations (12) , (14) , and (15) allow us to obtain the following relation (recall that l = N − l 1 )
Ratio (17) is the key element in the following acceptance / rejection procedure.
Algorithm D (Sampling Independent Negative Binomials Conditioned on Sums)
The sampling procedure can be done as follows. Con-
. So, sampling the G i,j 's is done using a procedure that is completely analogous to Step 1 in Algorithm C.
Step 3: Generate a uniform random variable U independent of the M j 's. If
Otherwise, go to Step 1.
The next result summarizes the considerations leading to Algorithm D and its complexity properties.
Proposition 2 Let
The expected number of proposals required to obtain an acceptance (i.e. the number of times one cyles through Step 1 in Algorithm D) is equal to κ (N) = O (1) as N → ∞. Moreover, we have that if we consider the importance sampling estimator
Equivalently, Z N is strongly efficient as N → ∞. (17) and the definition of κ (N) that
Proof. Steps 1 and 2 simulate
On the other hand we have that µ
for any 0 ≤ l ≤ N; this follows easily noting that the left hand side is interpreted as the number of subsets of size m 1 − 1 out of a set of size m 1 + N − l − 1. Since l ≥ 0 this number is smaller than the number of subsets of size m 1 − 1 represented by the right hand side, which are chosen out of a set of size m 1 − N + 1. Therefore, combining (22) with (21) and using the fact that η j ≥ 0 we obtain that
The fact that κ (N) is the expected number of proposals to obtain an acceptance is a basic fact of acceptance / rejection algorithms (see [3] ). The strong efficiency of Z N also follows immediately from inequality (23) . The fact that κ (N) = O (1) follows from Proposition 1.
We finish the section with the proof of Proposition 1. Proof of Proposition 1. We use a change-of-measure based on P & N (·), defined in (16) . The corresponding likelihood ratio is obtained in (17) . Using the definition of κ (N) in (18) we obtain
and M 00 is independent of the M j 's for j ≥ 2 under b P (·). By the bounded convergence theorem (which applies in view of (22) and the fact that η j ≥ 0) we have that
, thus we conclude
as N → ∞ as claimed.
First Passage Times and Reversibility
As we indicated in Section 3, an idea that lies at the center of our algorithms is the representation based on time reversibility given in (2). The objective of this section is to justify such representation and to verify the validity of Algorithm A, in the sense that it indeed provides an unbiased sample of (
This verification is a consequence of Proposition 3 below. Recall the following definitions. Given any two distinct elements x, y ∈ S, define T {x} = inf{n ≥ 0 : Y n = x} and σ {y} = inf{n ≥ 1 : Y n = y}. Note from the definitions that P x ¡ T {x} < σ {x} ¢ = 1. Finally, we define T
Moreover,
In particular, since by the strong Markov property the law of (Y T {x} , ..., Y T A N ) given T {x} < T A N < σ {0} is the same as the law of (Y 0 , ..., Y T A N ) given Y 0 = x and T A N < σ {0} , we conclude that
where ξ
Proof. Consider any path
We let y 0 j = y l−j for j = 0, 1, ..., l and conclude that
Observe that the path Y .., y l we obtain
Because the Y is irreducible and positive recurrent we have that P 0 ¡ T {x} < ∞ ¢ = 1 and, therefore, the strong Markov property yields
We then conclude that
which yields the first part of the proposition. For the second part of the proposition just note that (25) and (26) together with identity (27) yield
.
So, we obtain that the law of (
. The last part of the proposition follows, as indicated in the statement itself, from the strong Markov property and by interpreting the meaning of σ {x} in terms of the time reversed process.
Using the previous proposition we can easily obtain as a corollary an upper for u N (x) in terms of π (·)
Proof. Clearly we have from Proposition 3 that
Since T A N % ∞ we have (by the monotone convergence theorem) that
(the last inequality follows from irreducibility and positive recurrence). Inequality (28) follows easily from this observation.
Time-reversed Paths in Jackson Networks Starting from Overflow Sets
We shall use kxk to denote the l 1 norm, that is, the sum of the absolute value of the components of the vector x. If x ∈ Z d + then kxk is just the total population of the network at state x.
The main result of this section is given next. Its proof is given at the end of the section. Note, we use δ 0 , δ 0 , δ 1 , ... and c, c 0 , c * , c 0 , c 1 , ... as generic constants (independent of N) whose value can even change from line to line.
ii) In addition, there exists a constant c 1 ∈ (0, ∞) such that
The first part of the previous proposition is crucial to justify the computational complexity of Algorithm A, and the second part, combined with Corollary 2, is fundamental in showing the strong efficiency properties of the estimator given by Algorithm B.
In order to provide the proof of Proposition 4, we need auxiliary results which follow easily from the available literature. 
iii) There exists θ > 0 such that 
Remark 3 So far we have been working with the processes Y and Y 0 directly, without introducing any scaling. Nevertheless, in this result we introduce a time and space fluid scaling parameterized by n. This scaling will be useful because the initial condition of the time-reversed process in our algorithm is of order O (N) and N is large, so it will be convenient to select n to be either a fraction of N or a large constant.
Proof. Property i) is standard in the stability analysis of queueing networks (see for instance [9] , [10] ). Part iii) is immediate since |||Y 0 m 0 || − ||x||| ≤ m 0 . For part ii) first note that we can apply i) to conclude that there exist positive integers M, c 00 > 1 and constants δ 0 , m 0 ∈ (0, ∞) (depending in principle on c 00 but not on M) such that
The uniform integrability required to take expectations on the limits described in property i) is satisfied because the random variables are clearly bounded. We note that the supremum above does not change when one varies M (provided it stays sufficiently large). So, the supremum can be taken over {x : kxk ≥ M} rather than {x : M ≤ kxk ≤ M + c 00 } given that the evaluation of the expectation depends on finitely many possibilities for the initial condition x which are determined by the boundaries. So, property ii) follows. Finally, to show iv) we let
Combining properties ii) and iii) we have that there exists M 0 sufficiently large so that for all x with kxk ≥ M 0 and each small enough θ > 0
for some c 1 ∈ (0, ∞). Part iv) follows by appropriately selecting θ suitably close to zero.
Using the previous lemma we can provide the proof of the following useful result.
Proof. We shall write
Since τ
, it suffices to show that
Let y ∈ C N ∩D N . By suitably conditioning on a sufficiently large number of customers leaving the network before any new customer arrives to the network we obtain that there exists γ ∈ (0, 1) such that
where z is chosen so that N − 2κ ≤ kzk ≤ N − κ for some κ > 2c * to be selected momentarily. Now define C = {y : kyk ≤ c 0 } for a given constant c 0 > 1 and note that (thanks to the structure of Jackson networks which allows us to isolate a specific sequence involving finitely many arrivals and departures) we have
for some δ 00 > 0 (depending on c 0 but independent of N). Consider σ
n ∈ C} and observe that
Let us study
First, we observe that
It follows that
By virtue of part i) in Lemma 1 the previous two expectations can be made arbitrarily small as N % ∞ uniformly over z in the region N − 2κ ≤ kzk ≤ N − κ. So, the most interesting part of the analysis behind
We also can write 
Moreover, by virtue of property iv) of Lemma 1 we have that
Consequently, using (31) and iterating the previous inequality we obtain
for a constant c 2 depending only on m 0 . We conclude that one can choose κ sufficiently large so that for all N large enough
and we have that
as N % ∞. Therefore, given ε > 0, for all N sufficiently large we have that
The previous inequality combined with (30) yields the result.
Finally, we are ready to provide the proof of Proposition 2 Proof of Proposition 4. Define C N as in Lemma 2. We first will verify that there exists c 00 > 0 such that
Note that 
where the last equality follows from the independence between v T Y 0 0 and kY
and c * is chosen larger than d. Finally, it follows easily from basic properties of the negative binomial distribution and from Proposition 1 that for some a 1 > 0,
On the other hand, combining Lemma 2 with (32) we can conclude that
Consequently, we obtain that
which is equivalent to the first part of the proposition. The second part follows easily also from (32) and from the fact, as we explained in the proof of Corollary 2, that P 0 (T {x} < T A N ∧ σ {0} ) → P 0 (T {x} < T {0} ) > 0 as N → ∞.
Some Extensions
Before we proceed with some numerical experiments, we would like to briefly discuss a couple of extensions beyond overflow sets such as those defined by A N in (1).
Let us consider for instance
is an overflow event such as (1), encoded by a binary vector v i . We start by explaining how to sample Y ∞ given that v T i Y ∞ = N for at least one i ∈ {1, ..., l}. Let e P i (·) to denote the probability measure on Y ∞ induced by the proposal distribution underlying the sampling procedure in Proposition 2 when applied to the set {y : v T i y = N}. In addition, let us write P *
. Now consider a proposal distribution which is a mixture of the e P i (·)'s with associated probabilities
and call such distribution e P (·). We then have that
The right hand side is bounded as N % ∞ because each term in the sum has been shown to be bounded and therefore O (1) number of proposals are needed to sample
Finally, our proof of inequality (8) , which is given in Lemma 2, applies to these types of overflow sets as well.
Another type of overflow sets that one could consider takes the form
where v ≥ 0 is not necessarily a binary vector. In this case we must first efficiently sample from the conditional distribution Y ∞ given that v T Y ∞ ≥ N. Note that we can always represent Y ∞ (i) = bτ i /β i c, where β i = log(1/ρ i ) and τ i is exponentially distributed with unit mean. Therefore, we can sample first the τ i 's conditional on
this can be easily done using a straightforward extension of our development in Section 4 replacing negative binomial by Erlang random variables and we output Y ∞ (i) = bτ i /β i c as long as Y ∞ ∈ A N . This sampling procedure takes O (1) function evaluations because it follows without much difficulty that
as N → ∞. We also need to show that the associated set D N , that is, the set of configurations y ∈ A N such that P y (σ
for some δ
In turn, it follows easily that there exists δ 0 > 0 such that
Finally, we have that the set D N and the set of configurations y such that
differ by finitely many elements. These considerations together imply (33). The analysis of inequality (8) can also be established following ideas similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2.
Numerical Examples
We will apply our algorithm in the context of a two node tandem network with feedback and compare against the solution given by the associated system of linear equations. Figure 8 shows the system's description both in terms of its associated queueing diagram and also in terms of a state-space diagram in which the associated discrete time Markov chain is specified. We assume without loss of generality that λ+ μ 1 +μ 2 = 1. The embedded discrete time Markov chain induced by this system is
represents the number of customers present inside the i-th station (both in queue and in service) at the time of the kth transition. Although we will not use it, just to be clear about the mathematical description of the underlying network model, the state of the queueing system at time t (in continuous time) is obtained by evaluating Y at an independent Poisson process with unit rate at time t.
The traffic intensities, which are defined via ρ 1 = λ/[μ 1 (1−p)] and ρ 2 = λ/[μ 2 (1− p)] for the first and second stations are assumed to be both less than one and will be given specific values later in our discussion. If x = (x (1) , x (2)) then Note that u N (y 0 ) is the probability that the total population of the network (in continuous time) reaches level N before returning to the origin, starting from the origin.
Our numerical experiments were performed using a laptop at 2.6GHz and 3.50 GB of RAM. We assume that λ = .1, μ 1 = .5, p = .1 and thus μ 2 = .4. The goal is to compare the performance of the linear system of equations against our algorithm. We let N = 20i for i = 1, 2, ..., 6 and report u N (y 0 ) using the associated linear system of equations (which is obtained using Matlab's solver for linear systems) is reported in the row "LS". The associated CPU time for the linear system, measured in seconds, is reported in the row "LS time". The estimate produced by Algorithm B using 2000 replications is reported in row "Algo. B", we used κ = 10 in Remark 1. The CPU time corresponding to Algorithm B is reported in the row "Algo. B time" (also measured in seconds). Finally, we also report a 95% error in relative terms in row the "% error"; this line is obtained as the half-width of the associated 95% confidence interval divided by the estimate reported in Algo. B.
The following The probabilities reported are too small for practical use, but there are a couple of important points of the experiment. One is that the linear system becomes too large to handle when it reaches a size (i.e. a number of unknowns) of about 7000, which occurs when N = 120 (in such case the linear system is (120 × 121)/2 = 7260), the other important point is that Algorithm B is preferable when the associated linear system is of size roughly equal to 25×51 = 1275. In dimension three, for instance, even the case N = 20 would imply a system of linear equations of size around 20 3 /2 = 4000 and in four dimensions the system would be of size 8000. Algorithm B is very stable because the Monte Carlo procedure is basically equivalent to estimating P π (reaching population N − κ before returning to A N |Y 0 0 ∈ A N ), which in the case of the numerical experiment above is about 1/4.
We now show the outcome of associated conditional paths using Algorithm A. In each picture we draw both the line y (1) + y (2) = N and the corresponding conditional sample path for different values of N. Obviously, one single picture does not appropriately convey the full characteristics of the conditional distribution of the network given the underlying overflow event. However, to give an idea of the speed at which Algorithm A runs, naive Monte Carlo even for the case N = 20 would take many hours (on the other of thousands) while Algorithm A runs in a tiny fraction of a second. So, thousands of replications can be easily generated in a few minutes.
We show different pictures for N = 20, 50, 100, 200, 500. Since ρ 1 < ρ 2 we have that the downstream station is the bottleneck station and therefore the theory predicts that in fluid scale as N → ∞, the conditional path is a straight line traveling through the vertical axis to the overflow set. The simulated sample paths show substantial variability in the pre-limit even for events with probability of order 10 −11 or even 10 −55 (as is the case, according to the values reported in the table above, for N = 20, 100 respectively). Based on these observations we believe that fluid type approximations for conditional paths are of limited use for quantitative applications. On the other hand, because of its speed, Algorithm A could be quite handy in these types of settings. 
